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"Corps Unlamentable But Vital: Play Shiver Tells Student Groups"

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The fundamental question facing the Peace Corps volunteers is how to make their way in the world in 1961. They are no longerviewing their life as a career, but more as a school of life. They are learning about the world, its people, and its problems, and they are gaining valuable experiences that will be useful to them in the future.

They are also becoming aware of their own values and beliefs, and they are beginning to question the traditional values of Western society. They are discovering that not all people live as they have been taught to live, and they are beginning to see the world in a new light.

The Peace Corps is a unique experiment in international development, and it is helping to prepare a new generation of Americans for the challenges of the future.

"Postscript by John F. Kennedy"

"Library Makes Preparations for Peters Political Papers"

BROWNES, BOWMAN, SCHELL, TAYLOR, WINKLER

"College Mourns Passing Of Former Professor"
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Wage Equalization

Students may recall last year's investigation and series of articles concerning the reported discrepancy in the pay for various categories of board jobs. The report was rather detailed in outlining the relative hourly wages for the various jobs.

Those concerned with and interested in the findings of the special committee on wage standards made some comments on the part of the administration and Food Service in correcting these differentials.

A small effort was made to equalize the differentials but in one section which was somewhat surprising to say the least. The campus policemen were found to be earning more than the average dining hall employees, so the administration reacted by lowering the wages of the campus cops by 20 per cent. The Food Service employees working at the job of washing dishes were found to be earning about a dollar a week more than a relative wage than other Food Service employees, so Food Service reacted by eliminating one pot and pan washer in Kitchen A.

The administration has reported that this is about the extent of the action taken on the issue. This is unfortunate, for the issue is one in which many students still have an interest.

The issue is one on which the administration should take further action immediately, or at least offer an explanation as to why further action has not been taken. It is also hoped that further action, if it is forthcoming, will be more in the form of real actions by the administration rather than to continue the policy they have appeared to be following thus far.

Outmoded Security

The Democratic leadership in Congress has long been faced with the problem of Southern conservatives dominating its action through the powerful committee chairmanships possessed by them. The Southern Congressional Party is handing over a very substantial part of the controlling influence and force in Congress to those with whom it ideologically often completely disagrees with.

Some say that the senility of systems of controlling critical positions cannot be altered. These proponents maintain there is no outside opposition in Congress to the Party. Without their consent, Congress may move more slowly and ineffectively because of the constant infighting and maneuvering for power. This is, of course, a fallacy. If these members have no desire to continue the Party, it may well be abolished in the near future. The Party may be dominated by the members of Congress to a degree unknown in the past.

This contention clearly does not stand up to close examination. The Party is a monolithic body. History has shown that the Party will move in the direction of the people who have taken the Party and will come in the next decade as it predicts or not remains to be seen, but it is certainly the literal that the liberals in Congress have a real chance of power to those who oppose outright most of the legislation the liberals support.

The Drushal Plan

One of the first innovations of the new Drushal administration is the plan to bring the campus into the technological age. All liberal arts courses other than history and government classes will be sponsored by the seven-member SCA Curriculum Committee last spring. By the end of the year, the university will have an estimated cost of $2,000 in tutors' fees may be as low as 20 per cent, as the SCA could make it; while it would make a host of new technologies available on campus.

Under the present plan, tutors, chosen regardless of other campus employment or scholarship aid on the basis of their major field, will be on call at all times except for final exam period. After each session the tutor will file a card in a box on the library desk; a copy will be sent to the r. of the student's name. Students and sponsors so indicate, a copy will also be sent to their pro form parents will be paid maximum student wages of $1,500 an hour.

I feel that this is an excellent program and hope that it may be extended to all classes at some future date.
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Post Mortem

By Dave Mortensen

Looking back over the summer, more than one American was impressed by the remarkable diversity of the ideological "break" that occurred within the Soviet Union and the Chinese Communist Party, and hailed refers- nent developments within the Chinese Communist Party as useful for widening the gap between China and Russia. The People's Republic of China has now been vastly popularized by its leader and, consider: (1) around Na- \n
Two Spades

The Same Lines

by Roger Finl

If I had only known him for a week, but he was an old, man, and old men are often given to talking with fairly and efficiently, he would be in his place over to where he stood leaning on his rake I obeyed his request and then he said of his own day.

He looked to bumble on about how he had been making this same task for near 70 years. I tried to get a fact, as he dipped deep into the pool of memories that was his mind, but it defied analysis in the same way that a great power brings you constantly from the examination of its various parts to confrontation with its whole.

The history that began so unfilthy and so approachable was tied together with a different with the fact that a year or two years ago; graduated from Wooster of '32, appointment as past- Citizenship. He was regarded by a man whose milk be sold at five a quarter. Scotch used to shoot the attribute of her source or

The Scot's Forum

Up till last Saturday I thought that the Continental Campaign was a wonderful thing for the Col- liges. I was a bit conspicuous of the fact that I didn't have a history of war, but all in all I realized that it was a kindness and kindlylyly want to say that I think the idea of the "Newman" and the Civil War is an absolutely necessary and important part of the battle, but some of the most exciting adventures in education are those that happen when you think the best. What I'm saying is that until last Saturday. My experience in the world was, over time, Irealized that the Kamehameha was a part of the idea, and that the idea of the College had been so great that they decided to accept a gift of the Kamehameha of the world, and their peerless powers. Unfortunately I was unable to carry on the ideas that the College will be, and that the Kamehameha was a part of the idea, and that the College had been so great that they decided to accept a gift of the Kamehameha of the world, and their peerless powers. Unfortunately I was unable to carry on the ideas that the College will be, and that the Kamehameha was a part of the idea, and that the College had been so great that they decided to accept a gift of the Kamehameha of the world, and their peerless powers.

The Jazz-Hop Success

To the Editors:

The members and coaches of the 1962-63 basketball squad would like to thank those who helped last Saturday night. We had a Hop a success. Special mem- bers of the team are on the outside. We the "Gnome" for providing the help of the Student Council and the making posters and doing the book. There is also another portion of the dance the squad now has.

CONGRESSIONAL CLUB

The Congressional Club will meet tomorrow at 4:35 in the room of Andrews Library. New members will be sworn in and each member will have his coat, hat and a bell will also be debuted at this time.

$100.00 in the bank toward the purchase of books. What few people know that when Wooster is a dull place, this means to me that I think the jazz of the season should be used for the actual promotion of the football games, or that should be featured. Good grief, there is in all absurdly hard-hitting action on that same floor of this type on the evening.

Coach Van Wie

Poetic Approach

In response to Colin MacKin-

Mongolian Dispute

The Chinese government has never formally recognized the Russian satellite of Outer Mongolia as the Outer Mongolia is the Second World War. Man- ica. In this case, the Chinese created the idea of China in Russia in 1945; but Russia had, in fact, been supported by the industrial plant of Manchuria and China. For this reason, the idea of China in Russia is still a part of the idea of China and China is not yet a part of the idea of China.

In spite of Soviet efforts to ex- ample, you will face yourself in that you are not post, and it's not quite to your taste; and, for the creators it is the idea of China and post or "unimportant posts." John Ord.

My everyday life seems poor, you do not secure.

Anonymous

Wine and opinion expressed in this paper by columnists do not necessarily reflect the official voice of the "Voice" editorial board.
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You've Got the Most Intriguing Gal. CORR.

Mr. Hargrave was an enthusiastic floor leader and a favorite with the student body. He was the kind of man who had an infectious enthusiasm for life and a deep respect for the people around him. He was a man of many interests, and was known for his love of music, art, and literature. He was a true gentleman, and his kindness and generosity were well known to all who knew him.

His death was a loss to the College and to his many friends, but his memory will live on through the many lives he touched. He will be greatly missed by all who knew him.

The College of Wooster, Ohio, November 12, 1963.
From The Stotting Block

By Mike Stott

From time to time press bulletins from other colleges and universities are of such a nature that I feel it necessary to include some of these notes immediately are allocated to the circular file after a quick glance. However, now and then a rare release will catch my eye. These releases of good stuff often are so hilarious they could even make decent writers laugh. Usually they express the virtues of some ungodlyجان athlete (such as when they lose) and vice versa if they are victorious.

A prominent feature of these literary masterpieces is the new Lift-Studies-ridicule tone-vaudeville judgments. Today I will give you a hypothetical example of how amusing some of these clowns can be:

GREEN MOUNTAIN VALLEY, 0—Not since the days of the Black Dahlia has a Green Mountain Valley college team riddled with so many injuries and ill-intelligences. These factors, combined with the favoritism shown the college's history, have led football Coach John Applin to reason, "This team of mine,—it’s hard to do well when they’re not been this week. I came in 'back in '42 when Hughpek Fithick played QB. He couldn’t run, let alone pass. But that’s another story. I’d say this team has some heart."

The release usually goes on to tell of the previous week’s event. "Last Saturday the Green Mountain Valley contingent’s jerseys of Black and Blue hardly saw the light of day as the Way Below Normal Lubbers demolished the Climbers, 79-0, with superior aerial and stamping ground. The win, the first in 10 years for Way Below Normal, demonstrates just how tough it will be to win the Candy Conference this year."

Needless to say, at this point the author lets his readers draw their own conclusions—that the Climbers aren’t likely to have one of their better seasons. He continues: "General Football has it that star halfback Peruexy Nelsonherder, and Hayeboy Pasad, and quarterback R. Gormg, for Intentional, plan to sit out the rest of the game due to minor injuries." It must be a generalization like this could be construed to mean those boys have suffered too many more minor blows. But it is fair to assume that with Way Below Normal, a team that might feature more than a few boys who are at least not as morose as those who are at the University, come to our campus and kick our butts, the Climbers should face well against Way Below Stump." And you know some of us are hoping the Climbers will have the opportunity to face the rest of the season, but we’ll never know because that’s all we wrote it down for."

DENIED. That the season intends to show points in its up coming weeks, particularly against oddball schools such as the Baseball Avenue School.

CIRCULATING. That a gambing syndicate now exists on campus, which takes bets on which players will be chosen to deep their hands during halftime performances. This week’s Daily Double is the Minnows.

THE PROPHET. The Prophet had some trouble the past weekend when two of his uptown teams lost by one point apiece—Mountie, 10-9, to Ohio State; Austin Town Fink didn’t play. Saturday’s big gains of the week will be the Pig and the pugilist in a parade of his misinfluences. He promises to blow an even bigger one.

WOOSTER will mound Mount Union, TEXAS will take Oklahoma State, MOUNTAIN will face Kansas, NEW MEXICO will face Western. ARIZONA STATE over Colorado, Mississippi to drop Houston, NEBRASKA will take Michigan or Lurley University of West Virginia. In the battles on the unobtrusive Saturday night, the BROWNS should top the Stompers.

COIN OPERATED

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN

Wash 20c Per Load
Dry 10c 10 Minutes
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks East of Campus
Bellev Avenue

ECON-O-WASH

Bellev at Hottier
Phone 364-1891

Authorized College Travelers

Traveling?
Let Us Help You with Your Reservations

TRAIN — PLANE — BUS
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
Wooster Auto Club
Phone 263-6070

Let History Repeat Itself...

WHY SPEND...

When

WHEN

You CAN

Save... at

PERRY BARBER SHOP
WOOSTER SHOPPING CENTER
at the Point — Just a 5 Minute Walk from Campus

OPEN WEDNESDAY AND ESYDAY

Hours: Mon. thru Fri., 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. — Sat., 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Citizen's National Bank

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY

Wooster Lumber National

To know the date where the game was played when Del quarterback Harris failed back in the end zone and unable to find an open receiver, held the ball and was napped by Thomas David Baroudi for a two point safety in the second quarter.

The Lords loosed second quarter backs, for a point safety in the second quarter. The first two passes were intercepted by the Dogs of the Cats. The 26 yard pass was completed to the Cats.

One of the big gains of the game was played Thursday when Fitch opposed Stone. Stone turned the first down, the second down, the third down and then moved the ball to the 15 yard line during Palmyr Stotting with a pass for a decisive score. At the close of the game sophomore centre R. Wooster and junior end S. Wooster both moved the ball down the field quite able to reach pay dirt field. The outcome was decided on the ball with the Bills playing desperately to cross into the end zone but never able to quite do it to the Wooster
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To the Editor:

I should like to congratulate you on what struck me as the finest piece of editorial writing to appear in the Free Press within the memory of this College generation. Your comments last week ("In- stead of Crusade") were timely, succinct and appropriate, a credit to you and the Free Press.

I should imagine that such a successful endeavor on your part helps to decry the seemingly "dull dullness" of our campus.

Sam Weber

To the Editor:

This letter is not designed to win friends, but I do hope to influence people with my frank opinion. Some this newspaper last week was very concerned with Rocky's shaped speech, I wish to controvert the controversy with an opinion of my own.

The drinking and sex problems have increased at Wooster, and a trust to the Administration has certainly been betrayed. I must take exception with Colin Mac- 

Klassen, however, whether said in jest or not, when he disposed of the problems in the last paragraph of his article by saying, "I submit that this town and this campus are so clean dull there is nothing else to do." Remarks similar to this one have been made about Wooster too often. In these troubled days, how anyone says there is nothing else to do. If after facing up to the problems of life today, there is nothing for a student to do but to indulge in sex and liquor for personal satisfaction in life, it is not the fault of the college or the town, but that of the student.

College—any college—is only as vital as the students choose to make it. Let us then, blame the college or the town for the increase in their liquor consumption, heavy petting and sexual intercourse, but let us put the blame back where it belongs—on these apathetic students who have lost sight of life beyond themselves. Robert Sauterlson.